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Music by Felix Bernard, Lyrics by Paul Turner (originally by Richard Bernhard Smith)    Drivin’ In a Winter Wonderland 

 

Intro:        C                 G7                  C          repeat 

               “Drivin’ in a winter woderland” 

              C                                          G                          G7 G 

Frozen roads, nicy & icy      try to drive – they’re so dicey 

        G/b              F/a     G            F         C                G7                    C 

You can’t get around   even in town    drivin’ in a winter wonderland 

 

Cars are stalled on the freeway    so give the plows  lots of leeway 

They do what they do     so me and you  can keep drivin’ in as winter wonderland 

 

Bridge 1: 

E                       B7                          E                  /                              B7                                E                 

In the blizzard you can’t see the road lines,   but you think you still know where they are 

(e f f#)  G                              D7                     G 

             Pretty soon you’re hooked up to a tow line 

  A7                    D                                   G   Gmj7  G7 

Was it worth it just to pass that car? 

 

          C                                                      G                    

Later on you’ll be thinkin’    that your judgment is stinkin’ 

     G/b         F/a                             G               F             C                G7                     C 

To face unafraid   cause your insurance is paid        drivin’ in a winter wonderland 

 

Bridge 2: 

E                        B7                         E                  /                             B7                                  E                 

In the blizzard you can’t see the road lines,   but you think you still know where they are 

(e f f#)   G                            D7                 G 

             You’ll have lots of fun until the copper 

 A7                   D                                     G   Gmj7  G7 

Pulls you ove and impounds your car 

 

             C                                                  G 

As you sit in the tow truck     you just think “what a numb nut” 

        G/b                 F/a                G           F       

You frolicked and played    the eskimo way 

 C                 G7                     C   (c  b bb a  A7 ) 

Drivin’ in a winter wonderland                           repeat line  
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